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Introduction

This script framework is used in Maya in order to construct all files needed for  both joint 
based and blendshape based versions of a h-anim compliant figure or model if you will.This script 
framework has been written exclusively in MEL(Maya Embedded Language) which means it is 
only  valid  for  use  in  Maya.Practically,most  of  the  work  needed  to  automatically  construct  a 
character in Maya has been done.There are parts that certainly need some user input.They have 
been flagged by use of comments("//CUSTOM.......//END_OF_CUSTOM").Of course,the user can 
do whatever he deems necessary.Since this is a script framework it can be further customised.I tried 
to keep the framework as generic as possible.

Automation  comes  with  restrictions  in  order  to  be  possible.Specific  mesh  and  naming 
patterns had to be applied.There was a need to be able to recognise mesh parts such as the face and 
the eyes in order to,say,combine them and rebind the face mesh to the remaining face joints in the 
blendshape based version.Most of the tasks involving meshes have been automated ,simply cycling 
through  the  meshes  and  executing  script  snippets  that  are  common  for  all  meshes.For 
example,binding the meshes to the appropriate joints is done that way.We cycle the meshes in the 
scene and try to find an object set with the name ("Mesh_Name")_Joints.That set contains all joints 
needed for binding the mesh in question.Of course,prior to the binding task we have set those object 
sets according to our expected mesh names.

Not  every model  is  alike  even  in  their  joints'  list.I  saw that  first  hand when I  tried  to 
construct Alyson from the script made for Ryan.At first,everything was progressing as planned but 
when it was time to skin Alyson's chest it was apparent that we needed extra joints to hold the area's 
volume  intact  when  moving  the  torso  about(since  there  were  no  breast  joints,the  mesh  was 
collapsing towards the spine when moving).Which means that you have to modify certain parts of 
the script for it to work.It is afterall a framework,meaning it's not standalone.

In terms of how you should work,you have to integrate the script framework on a Maya 
project  folder(see the next  chapter  for precise installation instructions).Then you have to create 
some scripts yourselves(see the User Input chapter for more information).Afterwards you will call 
the script in Maya and wait until it's finished.Whatever you decide that needs fixing will require you 
to either fix it in Maya(if it's a weights problem or if a joint doesn't work where it's placed) or it  
might be something you can easily fix directly in the scripts.Whatever you do,you will have to work 
with both the script and Maya.

Also it is a very good idea to use a text editor or an IDE of your choice that has the find 
string in files feature.When you are looking for CUSTOM tags it is easier to use that and find all 
references at once.A good choice is notepad++.

Lastly,an advice.Learn MEL as fast as you can.Everything in Maya is running on MEL so 
whenever you use a feature you can see the MEL code it executed in the Script Editor.Using MEL 
can liberate you from tedious tasks like shift selecting each joint in order to do something with all 
joints.It can be done in one line or more depending on the complications(you use joints as controls 
but you only want to select the joints from the skeleton).And let's not forget that understanding this 
script and actually modifying it requires some MEL knowledge.



Installation
This chapter will help you integrate the script given along with this thesis in Maya.Maya has 

some directories it searches for scripts when initializing after execution that are declared in the 
environment varialbe MAYA_SCRIPT_PATH.But Maya cannot find scripts in subfolders.There is a 
way to make this work.We have to edit Maya.env that lies under Documents/maya/2011-x64/.

CAUTION:This  script  was  developed  in  Maya  2011  x64.It  hasn't  been  tested  in  other 
versions of Maya,although it shouldn't have a problem in the x86 version of Maya 2011.The reason 
being that each year,Autodesk changes things in MEL,which means that some commands might be 
changed in a way that invalidates this script.

In Maya.env we have to enter:
//=================================================
MAYA_SCRIPT_PATH = %USERPROFILE%\Documents\maya\projects\Ryan\scripts
//================================================= 

The only thing you need to modify in this part is the project name under which the script's folder 
lies.Here we have Ryan.

You  will  notice  that  the  directory  I  have  is  in  a  projects  folder  and  in  the  Ryan 
subfolder.That's  because  the  scripts  are  inside  a  scripts  folder  located  inside  Ryan's  project 
folder.Let's create the project first and we'll come back to modify the mpS_ variable.

In  Maya,go  to  File->Project->New..Enter  Ryan  as  the  Name  and  in  Location,enter  the 
directory to be Documents\maya\projects..The rest of the project configuration:

Scenes:scenes
Images:images
Templates:assets
Clips:clips
Movie:data
Offline Edits:scenes\edits
Textures:textures
Mel:scripts
mayaAscii:assets
mayaBinary:assets
OpenCOLLADA exporter:collada
OpenCOLLADA importer:collada
autoSave:autosave

You can use a different directory for your project but update the MAYA_SCRIPT_PATH 
variable so that it points to the scripts folder of that directory.

We have given you the scripts folder as it is so you only have to merge it with the folder 
represented in the MAYA_SCRIPT_PATH variable.The only thing left  for the script to run and 
create  Ryan is  to put  the needed files  in the assets  and weightmaps folders.Firstly,we need all 
weightmaps under Documents\maya\projects\Ryan\weightmaps\ and then we need Ryan_Skin.ma 
under the assets project subfolder and all texture files under the  textures project subfolder.

Launching Maya ,after copying the necessary files in the project directory ,will not find the 
script  framework.But  we  have  provided  a  mel  script  that  loads  all  scripts  under  the  scripts 
folder.,sourceScripts.mel.First you run sourceScripts.mel(by run I mean write the name of the script 
which is also the name of the global function inside the file in the MEL command area with a 
semicolon to end the command,i.e "sourceScripts;") and then you run construct.mel to begin the 
construction  process.The  script  launches  and  the  files  for  both  versions  of  the  character  are 
created.All  files  under  the  assets  folder  with  "v1"  as  a  suffix  are  the  files  the  script  has 



created.Furthermore  there  is  a  Ryan_COLLADA.dae  file  under  the  collada  folder  of  the 
project.Every time you launch Maya or every time you change something in the scripts you have to 
run sourceScripts first and then construct.

User Input
We mentioned in the Introduction that it is imperative for the user to do some work.Mainly 

the scripts the user will have to create for a character are the ones that create the joints and the 
selection  sets.Check  createSkeleton.mel,createSkeletonSelectionSets.mel and  in  the 
FeaturePointsBlendshape  folder  the  createFeaturePointJoints.mel and 
createFeaturePointsSelectionSets.mel.For the main skeleton one can create it in Maya without a 
script and use the SkeletonCreator.mel script(located under Builder/Script Creator folder) to create 
the createSkeleton.mel.To be able to use the SkeletonCreator though the skeleton in the scene must 
not  have  any  namespaces(like  Ryan_Skeleton_v1:HumanoidRoot)  attached  to  the  names  or 
prefixes(like Test_HumanoidRoot).If there are use the removePrefixFromSkeleton.mel script(under 
Utilities folder) to remove the prefix(even if the prefix is a namespace,everything can be treated as a 
string pretty much).In the  createSkeletonSelectionSets  script you will have to either modify the 
names of the preset sets by renaming them according to the mesh names you will use or you can do 
the opposite(in fact the opposite is better because there are some mentions to meshes in various 
parts of the framework).

You can also use Ryan and Alyson as a reference but be warned that if you make changes 
they have to be thorough.If you add a joint somewhere,let's say the breast joints for Alyson for an 
easier explanation,you have to check if it is a leaf joint to orient it with None,you have to add it to 
the appropriate selection set.

Basically  besides  the  joint  placement  and  the  the  number  of  sets  you  want  to 
create,everything else depends on how thorough you are.You can edit the framework as you like but 
be sure to check every script so that you won't miss something.

Now  that  we  have  finished  with  the  scripts,there  are  some  more  things  you  have  to 
do.Actually two things you have to worry about,Mesh vadility and Weight maps.

By mesh validity i mean that if you decide for example to use the partitioning suggested in 
Ryan and Alyson's cases you will have to make sure the meshes are correct.For example in both 
cases I use Legs as one whole mesh(apart from Ryan's case where there is also an Accessories mesh 
but it doesn't change the fact that the actual legs are in a single mesh).Your job is to make sure the 
leg meshes in the skin/mesh file you're using are combined and merged in all appropriate points and 
the legs mesh is indeed one whole mesh.In order to explain it a bit better I will tell you about Ryan 
and  Alyson.At  first  they  were  many  small  meshes.For  the  legs,there  were  about  15 
meshes(toes,calf,thigh etc).In order to produce one whole mesh we have to combine two meshes at 
a time and merge their border vertices,which might be common and appear as one,but in truth we 
have twice as much vertices.We have the border vertices from the ,i.e. ,calf and the border vertices 
from the thigh on top of each other.So when you drag-select one vertex you are actually selecting 
two.If you don't merge them they will create openings/crevaces/voids ,here when we bend the knee 
they will create a void just where the knee should have just stretched a bit.

Weight maps on the other hand are easier to understand why.It is a highly complicated task 
to auto skin a humanoid and requires thrice as much work as this whole framework(at least).In this 
framework we implemented skinning by using weight maps and loading those that exist  in the 
appropriate folder.You will have to skin the character right after it's reached the binding point and 
export the weight maps.Their default names need to be ("Mesh Name")Map.weightMap.You can 
use your own naming convention but remember to change the appropriate variable in the bind.mel  
script,or even the code if the convention complicates things.Check that the meshes' UVs are correct 
and not overlapping with one another because the exporting the weight maps will export totally 



wrong skinning information.
Last but not least,it's better if you can recreate the materials(eg.phongs) in the skin/mesh file 

so that you can relocate the textures in the texture subfolder of your project.In the phongXXF node, 
you can just use "textures/image_file_name.jpg" in the Image Name field.

It is better to work on the mesh/skin file first and then go to the script for modifications.
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